DOUBLE GANG SHARED CALL BUTTON UNIT I132
PRODUCT DATASHEET

Description
The Double Gang Slave Call Button Unit acts as an external trigger to addressable units, such as the Infrared
Receiver Unit (IRU). The unit triggers external inputs on the IRU, which then sends alarm messages via the Data
Bus to other units.
The exact configuration of the Call Button Unit varies, from model to model, to suit the requirements of the
installation. Different colored buttons can be specified to relate to the level of call (Emergency, Patient Call,
Assistance, etc) and a reassurance LED (which will flash to indicate the unit has been triggered). Various
combinations of add-ons can be incorporated to suit customer needs, such as the addition of a Reset Key
Switch (+481), a Disarm Key Switch (+482) or a Jack Plug Socket (+483).
I132 Series Call Button Units are “Shared” units which are connected to an ARU. They have a white fascia
manufactured from ABS for maximum durability in harsh environments.
The Call Button Unit is supplied with an aluminum fixing plate. The unit should be mounted in a convenient
place where it can be triggered quickly if needed. Consideration should be given to the condition of the surface
to which the unit is to be mounted: it should be free from damp and moisture, not be subject to any shock or
vibration, and be secure enough to allow a good fixing for the Call Button Unit, fixing plate and box. The
associated, addressable unit should, ideally, be located as close as possible.
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I132
12V to 13.8V DC
11mA alarm state
Height 86mm x Width 147mm x Depth 38mm
142.3 (with fixing plate), 213g (with fixing plate and keys)
US Triple Gang
6-32 UNC Countersunk Screws
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